Fall Rescue for Rig Work
Instructor Application Guide

Pre-requisites
The following pre-requisites are the minimum required to be granted entry into the Energy Safety Canada (ESC) Fall Rescue for Rig Work instructor training program:

1. Completion of the Energy Safety Canada Fall Rescue for Rig Work Course within the last six months and with a grade of at least ninety percent (90%). The course must be taken at an Energy Safety Canada facility.

2. Possession of a current Fall Protection for Rig Work Instructor certificate.


Application Process:

1. Complete and submit an “Energy Safety Canada General Instructor Application Form” and include resume, reference names and contact information (mandatory).

2. Complete and submit an “Energy Safety Canada Fall Rescue for Rig Work Instructor Application Form” (mandatory).

3. Complete a skills evaluation at an Energy Safety Canada facility with a grade of at least 90%. Skills evaluation overseen by an approved Energy Safety Canada evaluator. The costs associated with this exam shall be the responsibility of the Candidate Instructor.


Certification Criteria:

1. Upon successful completion of the Fall Rescue for Rig Work skills evaluation, Candidate Instructors must schedule their first course taught as a Co-teach with an approved evaluating instructor. This must be completed within 90 days unless pre-approved by the Program Manager.

2. Upon successful completion of the Fall Rescue for Rig Work skills evaluation, Candidate Instructors must schedule first course taught as a Co-teach with an approved evaluating instructor. This must be completed within 90 days unless pre-approved by the Program Manager.
Performance Skills Evaluation

The following is a general guide, **but is not limited to, what the candidate will be expected to demonstrate.**

- Tugger line rescue
- Rope rescue
- Ladder rescue
- Monkey board basket rescue

**Maintenance of certification:**

1. Instruct a minimum of two Rig Work Fall Rescue courses per year.
3. Access and use the Energy Safety Canada instructor portal to:
   - maintain instructor profile information
   - review and acknowledge all required program standards and information bulletins
   - review and sign required codes of ethics and instructor agreements